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Every year, the Parliament of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation’s Young 
Artist Award is given to a young artist for their work in the visual arts. 
Entrants must be under the age of 40 and have a connection with the 
French Community of Belgium. This prize is awarded once a year and 
alternates between the following disciplines: design, sculpture and 
installation, painting and drawing, photography, the printed image and 
digital arts. The 2020 prize is dedicated to design. 

This year, the jury has decided to reward the work of Studio BISKT. 
Focusing on ceramics, their approach explores different techniques and 
attempts to go beyond their limits. 
This approach allows them to develop unexpected innovations both in 
the forms and in the functionality of the material (the seat of the Balik 
bench is quite surprising).

Moreover, their ambition to develop personal tools, adapted to local 
and urban production, was praised by the jury for its political and 
sustainable dimension: the "makers" are reappropriating the production 
tool and reintegrating a more human dimension of industry in urban 
centres. Radical and coherent, the research carried out by Studio 
BISKT bears witness to the maturity and creative independence of its 
founders, Charlotte Gigan and Martin Duchêne.

The CID – the Centre d’innovation et de design at Grand-Hornu – is 
delighted to be hosting the exhibition showcasing the four finalists 
of the 2020 Young Artists Award. Materia brings together the highly 
personal work of Emma Cogné, PaulinePlusLuis, Studio BISKT and 
Studio Plastique around their unique, often indirect, approach to a given 
material. Emma Cogné focuses on the relationship between textiles and 
the environment of our manufactured landscapes by reappropriating 
industrial materials using artisan techniques. PaulinePlusLuis produce 
objects, and particularly light fixtures, that use light as the main 
material in their creations. Studio BISKT works on projects on the 
fringes of both art and design, using hybrids of industrial processes 
and manual savoir-faire, with a particular focus on ceramics. Studio 
Plastique investigates social issues, taking a rigorous approach to 
come up with environments or objects that open up possible scenarios 
for a more desirable future. For this exhibition, they will develop their 
research into recycling silicate-based waste and transforming it into 
new glass pieces.

INTRODUCTION STUDIO BISKT At the crossroads of art and design, the collaboration of Charlotte 
Gigan (1989, Paris) and Martin Duchêne (1990, Belgium) is characterized 
by their duality and the contrast that link them. A dual universe 
where ideas arise from hybridizations between industrial processes 
and manual skills. Charlotte and Martin pay particular attention to 
the way objects are created. The many experiments involved in the 
appearance of new forms and functions that draw their inspiration in the 
architectural and industrial field.

«Soil is one of those materials that are referred to as «living». It forms 
and deforms according to its moisture content, and then changes state 
forever to become a solid when subjected to fire. Of all the materials 
that humans work with their hands, it undoubtedly offers some of the 
broadest possibilities in terms of technique and form.

Essentially, we are trying to break away from the image of the classic 
pottery workshop. We want to take ceramics out of their traditional 
environment to remind everyone that earth is first and foremost a 
robust, sustainable building material. At the moment, the extrusion 
process is at the heart of our work. It allows us to combine creativity, 
technique and production capacity. Thanks to this technique, we 
have realised how crucial the manufacturing process is in our 
creative process. Having this tool is not just an advantage in terms of 
production: it also lets us experiment, push the boundaries of what’s 
possible or take it in a new direction. We may not have much space 
between us and our work, but we are already seeing a number of 
similarities between our different projects, especially in terms of the 
development process. We can see that our products are often (if not 
always) the result of a composition of repeated individual elements or 
modules. This notion of modularity naturally gives each object a random 
and unique personality, even though they may be produced as short 
runs.
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At the point at which art meets design, our work can be looked at 
against a backdrop of industrial processes combined with manual 
savoir-faire. The absence of aesthetics in industrial processes is 
particularly important to us. We pay particular attention to the way the 
object is created. The many different experiments help give rise to new 
forms and functions, inspired by architecture and industry.

Our approach involves reproducing industrial production on an artisan 
scale. This means that we can achieve a production capacity within 
a small space, which makes us more independent and more resilient 
(as is the case in these unusual times). It also allows us to experiment, 
to bring innovative ideas to a technique, a tool, by modifying it and 
moving away from its main use (which industry cannot do, as there is 
no flexibility). We want to maintain this production capacity in the long 
term, because we are keen to centralise production in town, and the 
ability to produce our pieces locally is important to us.»

EMMA COGNÉ Emma Cogné is a French designer who lives and works between France 
and Belgium, where she graduated from the textile design department 
of La Cambre in Brussels. Her body of work finds its process in the 
revaluation and transformation of used materials to highlight their intrinsic 
value. The textile medium is for her a means to widen the sensorial 
qualities that are specific to spatiality while engaging the personal 
experience of users. By showing the bare structures and layers of our 
houses, she reveals the unique aspects of matter and color as an attempt 
to reconnect humans to their built environment. Objects and textiles that 
she makes articulate transitions between the inside and the outside, 
opening new perspectives and aesthetic materializations of space. Guided 
by the desire of making, her recent projects are collaborations that focus 
on the urban and contextual challenges found on the sites where the 
works unfold. This practice of the field allows her to enable a dialogue 
between craftsmanship, art, and architecture and is what drives her 
everyday research.

Can you tell us about the properties of your material?
I would define it more as a building material. I use ICTA sleeves made of 
polypropylene, one of the most widely used plastics in the world. They are 
100% recyclable and can be reused several times before they are finally 
incinerated and the energy is recovered. ICTA plastic sleeves are a specific 
piece of material used in the construction industry to protect cables in 
electrical installations. Thanks to their small ridges, they are designed to 
be resistant to impacts, bad weather and extreme temperatures.

What is innovative about the way you work?
I reveal something that is usually hidden in the gaps inside our houses. 
Drawing on its shape and properties, the plastic sleeve is cut and then 
assembled by hand using a traditional bead weaving technique. This 
technique means that I can play around with changes in rhythm, colour 
and density. Each piece of material remains intact once assembled. 
This means they can be untied and reused. This research resulted in 
Turborama, a textile partition that is used like a curtain; it is a functional 
piece both inside and outside, dividing a space and acting as a filter or 
screen. The pipe that was hidden within the walls of the house becomes 
a wall itself. While retaining its personality as an engineering tool for the 
construction and building industry, the aesthetics and usefulness of the 
pipe are enhanced by thisprocess. Turborama offers an alternative way 
of using a standardised, industrial material, opening up a multitude of 
possibilities and custom uses. It raises questions about objects that give 
us privacy from the outside world, that hide things from sight, echoing 
what creates our need for privacy.
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Can you describe the context(s) within which your work evolves? 
My work takes place against a backdrop of the development of shared 
spaces, versatile, temporary and sometimes abandoned spaces, creating 
sociable areas designed to be defined but not partitioned. It evolves 
according to assembly techniques, renovation and self-build practices, 
and the reuse of materials. Against a backdrop of globalisation and the 
increasing pace of new technology, my work also takes the radical step of 
choosing to preserve and revive artisan savoir-faire by using textiles as a 
medium and a format for my narrative.

How do you expect your work to evolve in the future?
I would like to be able to develop my textiles on a larger scale and work 
with architects and designers to develop urban spaces or scenography 
projects. Work based on research and  
experimentation, allowing me to explore the textile in different contexts 
by trying to come up with technical solutions whilst also developing my 
sensitive approach to a space.

What is your main source of inspiration? 
I am drawn by what happens in the street, in public places, on building 
sites where everything is overexposed and laid bare. I often find inspiration 
in popular creativity, domestic and basic facilities, and I’m really interested 
in cultivating a great interest in so-called vernacular practices. They 
totally sum up with the relationship between an individual and his or her 
immediate environment. I like to identify some kind of resistance in these 
objects that are born out of necessity, and in this need, force the space 
and the building to be reappropriated by that individual. 

What role does colour play in your work?
Colour is inherent to the materials I use and is often connected to a need 
to convey information that makes them easier to use. I am interested in 
deliberately moving away from this functionality to reveal the roughness 
of the material despite its apparent simplicity and banality. Colour means 
that I can play with optical vibration, create a visual impact that can be 
seen from a distance and troubles the eye of the user. This is developed 
extensively through drawing, sometimes taking a didactic and analytical 
approach that allows me to learn the techniques I am interested in and 
bring them back to life.

PAULINEPLUSLUIS PaulinePlusLuis is a design studio based in Brussels, made up of 
Pauline Capdo, born in Bayonne in 1992, and Luis Bellenger, born in Paris 
in 1987. They work together on projects involving lights, objects and 
furniture, in collaboration with high-end furniture companies. 

Their work is driven by their desire to stimulate the imagination thanks 
to simple, poetic objects. They are inspired by things that make up 
the collective imagination, represented in recognisable forms. This 
approach gives their pieces a sense of déjà-vu and helps them tell 
stories.

Pauline and Luis use different materials and experiment with their 
processes to bring their ideas to life. They pay particular attention to 
the finer details of what’s involved in production and treating materials. 
Their goal is to create day-to-day objects that are accessible, that 
people can relate to, in which functionality and poetry are essential 
components.

«We try to make the narrative dimension of an object just as important 
as its function. For us, light is the element that combines the two.

We have different ways of approaching a project. Sometimes we 
start out with a very specific idea, a story that we want to tell, or an 
inspiration that we want to bring to life, giving shape to the object in an 
obvious way. At other times, it’s the light that is our starting point. We 
like to tell the story of the elusive natural phenomena that light offers us 
every day. A ray of sunlight that passes through a glass on a table, that 
is reflected in a mirror to project light on to a wall, a sunset that brings 
orange light into a room as its rays come through our windows... It is the 
poetry that is created by these everyday moments that inspires us. For 
us, light gives our days their rhythm, offering us a spectacle that can 
seem so familiar to us that we don’t necessarily pay it any attention. 
We are inspired by these «luminous moments», driven to give them a 
tangible form in objects. So we choose the best artificial form of light to 
convey these moments by experimenting with luminous materials.

Light has never been available in so many different forms; it can be a 
strip, a bulb, a diode, it can be supple, rigid, powerful, soft... and for us, 
it is an inexhaustible source material.
We explore its different components through our objects: reflection, 
projection, shade, colour... We love working with this intangible material, 
embodied by components with highly technical aspects, and making it 
accessible.
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In a light fixture, it is revealed by the materials that are associated with 
it, allowing it to diffuse, reflect, filter... This approach helps us in our 
quest for innovation, both in terms of the technique itself, and in terms 
of the object’s form and use.»

Theresa Bastek and Archibald Godts founded Studio Plastique in 2017 in 
Brussels after graduating from Design Academy Eindhoven. Their work 
combines imaginative scenarios and critical reflections with in-depth 
investigations of complex material supply chains and technological 
infrastructures, thus pushing the boundaries of what design aims to 
achieve. Studio Plastique builds up networks of collaboration around 
significant themes for contemporary society, strategically positioning 
the role of the designer in an evolving landscape of industry, culture, and 
human experience.

Plastique’s work has received international recognition and their work has 
been shown at the Design Museum Ghent, Design Museum Holon, Van 
Abbe Museum Eindhoven, as well as international fairs and platforms. 
They recently received the Henry van de Velde Young Talent Gold Award in 
Belgium and the SYN Award in Germany.

Can you tell us about the properties of your material?
Unpredictable, colourful, semi-transparent, textured, liquid and solid, 
hot and cold, watertight, smooth and irregular, unique, reflective, inert, 
enclosing.

What is innovative about the way you work? 
The waste stream of glass from electric and electronic devices has 
not yet been explored. Which is due to various factors, one being the 
resource sand to create virgin glass is too cheap for the efforts refusing 
second cycle materials, also for mass manufacturing glass traditionally a 
homogenous standardisable result is longed for, which this type of waste 
stream does not provide.
Yet this is where the true value of the material lays, it create unique 
objects, every batch of production and even every vase will differ (more or 
less) to the next.Globally there are about 55 million tonnes of e-waste per 
year created, generating about 9 million tons of glass residues that are 
currently not reused.With Common Sands we are setting up contracts with 
recyclers, craftsmen and local industries. To locate the resources nearby 
and implement them in existing and newly set up supply chains.
Using the local traditions and techniques in glass making as a potential 
for Common Sands to be turned into beautiful objects with human and 
ecologic and economic values.

Can you describe the context(s) within which your work evolves?
Common Sands is tapping into problematic consumption, highlighting the 
absurdity of global supply chains and at the same time valuing resources.
The paradigms of consumption are challenged by reestablishing a 

STUDIO PLASTIQUE
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ACTIVITY Textile construction 
Workshop on September 19, 2021 from 1 to 5 pm

In the context of the Materia exhibition, Emma Cogné, textile designer 
awarded by the Parliament of the Fédération Wallonie Bruxelles in the 
2020 edition of the Young Artists' Prize, will lead a workshop for adults.

Through this workshop, she will present an approach to space and 
volume through an introduction to 3-dimensional weaving techniques 
based on the elementary form of the tube.

Participants will be invited to jointly build woven structures and modules 
by challenging the assembly principle itself and the potential for re-use 
of materials from the construction industry.

Price : 15 €

Reservation required at 065/613.902 or reservations@grand-hornu.be

relationship between resources production we do this through engraving 
and therefore labelling very detailed. We believe for too long end 
consumers were not involved in the product history. Who is making it at 
what costs for the environment. How can we as designers contribute to a  
different way of producing objects and considering beginning and the end 
of life of material supply chains?

How do you expect your work to evolve in the future?
We expect to grow the product portfolio of the material we  
developed and collaborate with as many partners, designers, architects, 
producers as possible.

How can design contribute working with nature on all levels rather than 
solely benefiting from it in a uni-directional manner? How can as many 
people as possible be involved in a product?
Common Sands is an example of a project that attempts  
to include as many people, points of view and contexts as  
possible. Common Sands is also an example of a project that attempts to 
work respectfully with nature, natural resources in a relationship of give 
and take. Our projects generally aim to answer those questions.

mailto:reservations%40grand-hornu.be?subject=
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SHUTTLE UNBREAKABLE, exhibition by Hugo Meert at Keramis.  

Art Shuttle on September 4, 2021 

As part of our exhibitions Kaspar Hamacher. Mother Earth and Materia, 
our shuttle will take us to the site of the former Royal Boch ceramics 
production center, now transformed into a research center on earth and 
the arts of fire: Keramis.

Together we will discover this thousand-year-old material through the 
works of Hugo Meert, a Belgian designer often exhibited at the CID, in an 
exhibition entitled Unbreakable. His technicality is at the service of his 
commitments, his humor, his tenderness.

Program of the day:

10 am:  welcome coffee
10.30 am:  guided tour of the exhibitions  
  Kaspar Hamacher. Mother Earth and Materia
10 am-1.15 pm:  lunch break
1.15 pm:  departure for La Louvière
2 pm:  guided tour of the exhibition Unbreakable
4.30 pm:  departure for Grand-Hornu
5 pm:  arrival at the Grand-Hornu

Price: 20 €

Reservations required before August 27 at  
+32 (0)65 61 39 02 or reservations@grand-hornu.be

Textiles in all their states at TAMAT, the museum of tapestry and 
textile arts in Tournai. 

Shuttle bus on September 18, 2021

Tournai is an important place for tapestry from the 15th to the 18th 
century.

The Tournai workshops produced prestigious historical tapestries, 
which are still exhibited today in the greatest museums. Since this 
golden age, Tournai perpetuates the tradition of the tapestry high lice 
with contemporary works. This is the purpose of TAMAT, which presents 
historical creations as well as contemporary works.

We will discover, among others, the new exhibition Dressing for Worship, 
revealing the splendor of the liturgical textile of the cathedral of Tournai.

We will end this visit with a little detour to the restoration workshop.

We will also take advantage of the discovery of the Queen Astrid Square 
whose design and buildings were realized by Bruno Renard, architect of 
the Grand-Hornu.

Program of the day:

9 am:  welcome coffee
9.30 am:  departure for Tournai
10 am:  visit of the Tamat collection and its exhibition  

Dressing for worship.
12.30 pm:  lunch break ( it is possible to visit Tournai)
2.30 pm:  departure from Tournai
3.30 pm:  visit of the CID exhibitions Mother Earth and Materia

Price: 20 €

Reservations required before September 10 at  
+32 (0)65 61 39 02 or reservations@grand-hornu.be

mailto:reservations%40grand-hornu.be?subject=
mailto:reservations%40grand-hornu.be?subject=
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PaulinePlusLuis
Venise

© photo Julien Renault

Emma Cogné
Claireira 

© photo Jenna Duffy

Emma Cogné
Système T, Turborama

© photo Emma Cogné
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PARTNERS

This exhibition is an initiative of the Parliament of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation 

The npo CID - centre for innovation and design at Grand-Hornu is subsidised by  
the Province of Hainaut.
With the support of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation – Visual Arts Sector.

Material samples 

© photo Studio BISKT

Studio Plastique
Common Sands Vases 

© photo Studio Plastique



CID - CENTRE FOR INNOVATION AND 
DESIGN at Grand-Hornu 
Site du Grand-Hornu 
Rue Sainte-Louise 82 
B-7301  Hornu

+32 (0)65 65 21 21
info.cid@grand-hornu.be

www.cid-grand-hornu.be  
www.facebook.com/cidgrandhornu
________ 

PRESIDENT 
Fabienne Capot

DIRECTOR 
Marie Pok
________

COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT
Massimo Di Emidio 
+32 (0)65 61 39 11 
massimo.di_emidio@hainaut.be

PRESS CONTACT
For the CID
Sophie Carrée PR
photo : sophiecarree.be/press
+32 (0)2 346 05 00 
press@sophiecarree.be
www.sophiecarree.com

For the Parliament of 
the Wallonia-Brussels Federation 
Cécile Marquette 
Communication manager 
+32 (0)484 570 766 
cecile.marquette@pfwb.be 
www.pfwb.be  

OPENING TIMES
Every day from 10 AM until 6 PM, except Mondays. 
The Grand-Hornu is closed on 24, 25, 31st December and 1st January.

The office can be reached during weekdays from 8 AM to 4.30 PM.
________

ADMISSION FEE
 — Combined ticket for the Grand-Hornu site / CID / MACS: €10
 — Discount: €2 or €6
 — Group rates (minimum 15 ppl.): €6
 — School groups: €2
 — Free for children under 6
 — Free entry on the first Sunday of the month
 — Free guided tour from Tuesday to Friday at 3.30 PM, Saterday at 11 AM and 3.30 PM, 

Sunday at 3 PM and 4.30 PM
 — Audio-guides for the historic site: €3  

(FR / DUTCH / GERMAN / ENGL / IT / SP)
Free guided tours for individuals 
- from Tuesday to Saturday at 11 AM for the historic site, at 3:30 PM for the design exhibition
- Sunday at 3 PM for the historic site, at 4.30 PM for the design exhibition.
_______

BOOKING NUMBER
Advance reservation required for guided tours (by appointment) of exhibitions  
and/or historic site (FR / DUTCH / GERMAN / ENGL). 
+32 (0)65 61 39 02 
reservations@grand-hornu.be 
________

CATERING
Rizom is the sixth project of Chef Sang Hoon Degeimbre.
This restaurant, located in the heart of the Grand-Hornu, offers a cuisine that melts 
different cultures together. In addition, Rizom also provides a new fast food service in 
the cafeteria that was recently transformed by designer Benoît Deneufbourg. 

info@rizom-restaurant.be
www.rizom-restaurant.be
+32 (0)65 61 38 76
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